


There’s Heavy Duty. There’s Military Grade. And Then There’s Metal Shark. Metal Shark doesn’t mess around. 
We build rugged, dependable aluminum boats for the world’s most demanding customers, including the United States 
Coast Guard, Army, Air Force, Navy, and partner nations worldwide. We build our boats the way we do because lives 
very often depend on it. So, when you ask a leading producer of boats for the world’s most advanced militaries to 
build your skiff, don’t expect to find any cut corners. We build our Resolute series skiffs with the same materials and 
construction methods as used on our offshore vessels that are in service worldwide. Our fanatical approach would be 

considered overkill by recreational boat builders, but for Metal Shark, it’s all in a day’s work. 

20 Resolute shown here with twin outboards, center console configuration, extended T-top, bow rails, 
and bow pusher knees.



Choice of the United States Coast Guard. Today, Metal Shark is the largest aluminum boat supplier to the U.S. 
Coast Guard, with boats of up to 38’ currently in service and new boats delivering weekly. Accordingly, it should be no 

surprise that the Coast Guard turns to Metal Shark to produce its skiffs, as well. Shown here is a Metal Shark 16 
Resolute, which serves as the USCG Aids to Navigation Skiff (ATON-SKF), tasked with the maintenance of buoys, day 

markers, and other aids to navigation. If the Coast Guard trusts Metal Shark, you can too.



Built to Last. With their wide beams and even wider array of available configurations, Metal Shark’s 
Resolute skiffs may be fully customized to meet the needs of the most demanding customers. Available in 30’, 20’, and 
16’, these fully-welded workhorses are made of premium quality, corrosion resistant 5086 alluminum allow and built to 

withstand years of use, even in the most brutal conditions.

20 Resolute shown here with center console configuration, extended T-top, bow rails, and pusher knees.



Custom-Configurable. The Metal Shark 20 Resolute shown here can be equipped with single or twin outboards, 
raised working decks or a recessed cockpit (shown), integrateddive door, raised bow rails, pusher knees, dive door, 
and numerous top options including T-top, extended T-top (shown), Bimini top, and full canvas enclosure. Helm op-
tions include center console, side console, dual console, or tiller steering. Just like Metal Shark’s larger models, the

Resolute Series  skiffs may be fully customized to meet the requirements of virtually any skiff and workboat application.



Designed to Take a Beating, So You Don’t Have To. The Metal Shark Resolute Series skiffs have been built to 
perform, with beefy hulls that have been designed to reduce flexing and pounding. Their sharpened forward entry 

helps to mitigate wave impact and the ensuing hull slap, resulting in a more comfortable ride compared to fully
flat-bottomed traditional skiffs. 



30 RESOLUTE SPECIFICATIONS:
Length, Boat Only:  30’   
Beam:    10’ 
Draft:    12”
Weight:    3,000 Lbs
Fuel Capacity (Std):  75 Gallons
Max Power:   450 HP

20 RESOLUTE SPECIFICATIONS:
Length, Boat Only:  20’   
Beam:    8’
Draft:    8”
Weight:    1,250 Lbs
Fuel Capacity (Std):  35 Gallons
Max Power:   135 HP

16 RESOLUTE SPECIFICATIONS:
Length, Boat Only:  16’  
Beam:    6’ 10” 
Draft:   : 6”
Weight:    800 Lbs
Fuel Capacity (Std):  12 Gallons
Max Power:    60 HP

SPECIAL NOTE:
As a fully custom designer and manufacturer, Metal Shark 
routinely modifies vessels to meet a customer’s specific 
requirements. Customization may entail anything from altering the 
physical dimensions and capacities of the vessel to the 
installation of specialized equipment and accessories. 
Electronics, seating, paint finish (if desired) and virtually any other 
aspect of the vessel’s features may be determined by the 
customer.

The specifications shown here are representative of a common 
vessel setup and are given for reference only.




